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Naphthoxanthenyl, a New Stable
Phenalenyl Type Radical Stabilized
by Electronic Effects
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ABSTRACT

Naphthoxanthenyl 1 is a new stable phenalenyl-type radical. Electrochemical studies indicate that 1 has two reversible redox processes that occur
on comparatively short time scales. Crystals containing 1 can be grown by electrocrystallization, suggesting that they are conductive.

Stable π-conjugated radicals constitute promising building blocks for spin carriers in next generation functional
materials involving magnetic systems.13 Effective radical
spin carriers must show high stability and persistence, but
for applied aspects, communication between spins must
also be possible.4 In this regard, delocalized radicals based
on phenalenyl (PLY) hold a significant advantage over
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both metal ions and nitroxyl radicals, which are currently
the most widely used spin carriers.5 The ability of PLY to
exhibit such metal-like behavior was first suggested by
Haddon,6 who also pointed out PLY’s potential for derivatization and its ability to form stable radicals, cations,
and anions with invariant bond orders.
In order to design stable PLY-type radicals, it is necessary to prevent the formation of σ-dimers.7 PLY itself
undergoes dimerization between the R-positions and subsequent oxidative cyclization to form dibenzoperylene
in the solid state.8 PLY-type radicals substituted with
sterically hindering groups as such as tert-butylated PLY
form paramagnetic π-dimers that are predicted to show
aromaticity between the π-planes.9,10 Alternatively, PLY
radicals can be stabilized electronically via incorporating
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heteroatoms to decrease the spin densities at the R-positions. 1,9-Dithiophenalenyl as well as 1,6,7,9-tetrathiophenalenyl represent the pioneering and only examples
of stable PLY species stabilized solely through electronic
effects.11,12
We now wish to report on the synthesis and electrochemical studies of a new radical, naphthoxanthenyl (1),
which incorporates a PLY core, and is further stabilized
via a xanthene substructure. 1 is the first example of a
PLY radical that is stabilized solely through the electronic effects of a single oxygen atom and a Clar sextet,
and furthermore this stabilization is achieved without the
use of any sterically hindering substituents. This makes 1
an excellent candidate for use as a spin carrier in molecular
electronics, as it lacks bulky substituents which could
inhibit interspin communication.13
Radical 1 was synthesized using two different routes.
Photolysis of a solution of 9-phenylphenalenone (2)14
in benzene in the presence of tetracyanoethylene (TCNE)
yielded 1 (Scheme 1), via transient 1H-2-oxa-benzpyrene
(3)15 with a weak C(sp3)H bond (UM05-2X/6-31G(d):
BDEcalcd = 28.8 kcal mol1).16,17 This is distinctly lower
than the C(sp3)H bond dissociation enthalpy in phenalene (64 kcal mol1).18 The intramolecular addition of a
triplet ketone to a β-phenyl ring is known as β-phenyl
quenching (BPQ).1922 In the absence of added quenchers,
intermediate 3 rapidly decays by electrocyclic ring opening,
yielding 2. In the presence of TCNE, the labile C(sp3)bound hydrogen atom of 3 is transferred to the TCNE
molecule, yielding 1.15 The formation of 1 was confirmed
by ESR spectroscopy (vide infra).

It was also possible to prepare 1 in a four-step synthesis (Scheme 2), starting from phenalenone. The wellestablished Michael-type Grignard addition23 of 2-methoxyphenylmagnesium bromide to the 9-C position of
phenalenone, followed by oxidation with DDQ, gave
9-(2-methoxyphenyl)-phenalenone (4) (X-ray data included
in the Supporting Information (SI)). Demethylation of
4 using BBr3 in dichloromethane resulted in cyclization
to naphthoxanthenium bromide. Naphthoxanthenium
bromide is very soluble in water and can be isolated through
extraction and subsequent precipitation by means of counterion exchange with HBF4 to yield naphthoxanthenium
tetrafluoroborate (5) as orange crystals. The yield over four
steps was 36%, and the neutral radical could be generated
by one-electron reduction of 5, e.g. using sodium iodide in
acetonitrile or DMSO.
Single crystals of 5 were obtained by recrystallization from acetone (see SI). The X-ray analysis indicates
interplanar distances between 3.294 and 3.372 Å, indicating a π-stacked structure with considerable interaction
between the π-planes (see SI).

Scheme 2. Synthesis of 5 and Reduction to 1

Scheme 1. Photochemical Approach to 1 via β-Phenyl
Quenching

Solutions of 5 in acetone or acetonitrile are easily
reduced by adding NaI, yielding brown-greenish solutions
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containing radical 1. Upon evaporation of the solvent,
a black solid with a bronze luster is obtained. Both the
solution and the solid are paramagnetic and ESR active.
Figure 1 shows a highly resolved ESR spectrum obtained
using DMSO as solvent which shows hyperfine couplings.
The signal has a g-value of 2.0027 and a total width of 32 G.
The complexity is due to hyperfine coupling with the 11
nonequivalent protons of the NX molecule. However,
solutions of 1, generated either photochemically from 2
or by reduction of 5 with NaI in DMSO, are brown, not
green.24 The UV/vis spectrum of a sample of 1 generated
by NaI reduction of 5 in DMSO is shown in Figure 2.
Cation 5 has a sharp λmax at 457 nm, which is no longer
visible in the reduced sample. Instead, λmax values at 372,
395, and 412 nm were detected. Also, moderate absorption
is shown between 440 and 520 nm, and low absorption, up
to 700 nm.25 Given the absence of bands due to cation 5,
the synthesis of 1 from 5 using NaI appears essentially
quantitative.

Figure 1. ESR spectrum of 1 in degassed DMSO solution, ambient
temperature.

In the solid state, radical 1, generated by reduction
of 5, is remarkably stable, and the black material can be
heated under air to T = 495 K (melting point: T = 422 K)
with an increase of the ESR intensity.26 ESR spectra of
solid samples containing 1, thus generated, do not show
hyperfine coupling. The ESR spectrum of 1 obtained by
reduction of 5 (shown in Figure 1) and a spectrum obtained
by photolysis of 2 in benzene in the presence of TCNE
are identical. The ESR spectrum can be approximately
simulated using four different hyperfine coupling constants
of 5.9 (4H), 2.3 (2H), 1.9 (1H), and 1.5 G (2H), which
agree well with predictions from B3LYP/eprII calculations (see SI).27,28
(24) The green color of samples obtained in acetone or acetonitrile is
likely due to CT complexes between cation 5 and radical 1.
(25) We note that no σ-dimer formed from 1 would be expected to
absorb at λ = 700 nm.
(26) This might indicate some formation of dimers in the crystal
(π or less likely σ), which for entropic reasons is broken up at high T.
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Figure 2. UV/vis spectrum of 1 in DMSO at room temperature
showing a complete depletion of 5 after reduction using NaI at
40 °C after 3 h.

Investigation of 5 with cyclic voltammetry (CV) under
Ar revealed two reversible reduction/oxidation steps
(Figure 3). The potential for the reduction of the cation
resulting in the radical was E1/2 (1) = 0.52 V, and for the
formation of the anion resulting from the reduction
of the radical it was E1/2 (2) = 1.66 V (all potentials vs
the ferrocene/ferrocenium couple, Fc/Fcþ). For open-shell
polyaromatic species, the difference in redox potentials
between the cation/radical couple and the radical/anion
couple can be taken as a measure of the pairing energy
required to place a second electron in the SOMO of the
radical. In our case, we find that this value equates to 1.14
V, which is in a range typical for phenalenyl-type radicals.29
Moreover, this magnitude represents an approximation
for the on-site Coulombic repulsion energy U, a parameter
which is important for molecular conductors in the solid
state.30
In contrast to the situation under Ar, when the CV
was recorded under an atmosphere of air, the redox wave
centered around 0.52 V remained unchanged and fully
reversible, but the second reduction at 1.66 V became
irreversible and multiple new peaks appeared below 1 V
vs ferrocene/ferrocenium. This suggests that (at least on
the time scale of the CV) radical 1 is stable under ambient
conditions, whereas the corresponding anion is prone to
rapid aerial degradation.
The kinetics of the redox processes shown in Figure 3
were probed by examining the scan-rate dependence
of CVs of 5 at a Pt microelectrode under an atmosphere
of Ar. As the scan rate was increased, the splitting of the
anodic and cathodic peak potentials increased only marginally for both reduction processes (cation þ electron f
neutral compound and then neutral compound þ electron
f anion), even at scan rates as high as 2000 V s1. The
resulting “trumpet plots” for these reduction processes
(see SI)31,32 allowed an electrochemical rate constant, k,
to be obtained for both reduction events of 5 by fitting the
(29) Nakasuji, K.; Kubo, T. Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn. 2004, 77, 1791.
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Figure 3. Cyclic voltammogram of 5 at room temperature
obtained at a scan rate of 20 mV s1 on a glassy carbon working
electrode of area 0.071 cm2. Peaks are referenced to the Fc/Fcþ
couple (wave not shown).

experimental values to simulated CVs. Using the experimentally determined diffusion coefficient for 5 (Do =
(3.7 ( 0.6)  106 cm2 s1 for the radical cation and
Do = (1.1 ( 0.1)  105 cm2 s1 for the neutral compound,
see SI), and assuming a transfer coefficient of R = 0.5,
values of k were obtained by simulating CVs to produce
the curves shown in the SI, which best fit the experimental
data points.33 This analysis yielded a lower limit value
of k ≈ 0.3 cm s1 for the first redox event (at 0.52 V vs.
Fc/Fcþ) and k ≈ 1 cm s1 for the second reduction process.
The actual rates may in fact be faster than these lower
bounds; however, we were unable to scan at faster sweep
rates due to uncompensated resistance in the electrochemical cell, which acts to produce an artificial apparent
slowing of k.34 These data suggest that electron transfer
between both 5 and 1 on the one hand and the electrode
on the other is comparatively fast for an organic molecule,
at least in part due to extensive charge delocalization which
acts to minimize solvent reorganization factors during
electron transfer.35 This is turn suggests that, in solution
at least, the conversion between 5 and 1 at a Pt electrode is
both reversible and rapid.
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Electrocrystallization has proved to be a valuable technique for studying so-called organic metals,36 such as PLY.
During the process of electrocrystallization, ordered molecular assemblies are typically formed from mixed valence
salts, giving extended crystalline structures that continue
to grow on the electrode. Such materials are naturally
conductive and could even possess superconductive properties.37 When 5 was taken in an acetonitrile solution of
(NBu4)BF4 and subjected to galvanostatic electrolysis,
greenish-brown thread-like microcrystalline material was
observed growing on the Pt cathode, reminiscent of samples of 1 obtained by chemical reduction of 5 (see SI). The
similarity in appearance to 1 and deposition of the material
on the cathode suggest that reduction of 5 to a species
containing radical 1 is a key step in the formation of these
conductive crystals. Hence, although we were unable to
obtain crystals of sufficient quality to conduct an X-ray
structure analysis, the very fact that compound 5 is amenable to reductive electrocrystallization indicates that conductive assemblies containing 1 can be readily obtained.
This bodes well for potential applications for compound 1
and its derivatives in molecular electronics.
In summary, naphthoxanthenyl (1) represents the first
example of a new class of stable oxygen-functionalized
phenalenyl-type free radicals. The synthetic approach detailed herein provides great potential to prepare a plethora
of promising analogs or functionalized derivatives of 1 for a
variety of potential applications.
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